Rainer Guldin
‚Upon the Wings of the Wind’:
Clouds as Means of Transportation

Clouds are amphibious, hybrid entities poised between heaven and earth. Because of their
unclear borders and ceaseless changeability, they do not fit into any clear-cut form of classification. They are in between not only from a topographical point of view, but also from
a temporal one, always on the move, neither here nor there; now here, but then already
somewhere else. Clouds are suspended between two fundamentally different worlds: a
sacred world above, hidden behind veils, and another profane, close to earth.
As clouds combine earthly and celestial attributes, theologians have made frequent
use of them when trying to visualize man’s ambivalent position on a hierarchical ladder
spanning the distance between heaven and earth. In the 17th century, Athanasius Kircher
defines four levels of being, moving down from god to angel, to man, to animal. God is
pure ever-enduring light, ‘lux perpetua’, summing up all that which is beyond the skies,
the ‘supercoelestia’. Angels inhabit the heavens, and can see God directly, as if they were
watching pure sunlight – “nulla nubis macula” – without the impediment of clouds. Man
is situated on the third level, the level of clouds, shadows, dawn and dusk, ‘crepusculum’.
God reveals himself to man’s understanding as if through a protective screen of vapors,
similarly to the sunlight that reaches our eyes only after having been filtered through a
curtain.
Since clouds take part in both worlds, they connect and separate at the same time.
They are a curtain screening us from the realms beyond and the very vehicle that allows
us to cross the frontier between these two realities. The cloud-chariot represents, thus,
both the existing separation and its very negation. This fundamental ambivalence determines also its character. It is either a sledge in which we smoothly drive across the clouds,
as if they were a soft celestial path, or a cloudy vehicle spun out of thin air and water, a
chimerical ungraspable entity held together by sheer magic, confirming by this its miraculous unrestrained mobility. An example of this ambivalent notion can be found in Mantegna’s St. Sebastian painted around 1456-57. In the upper left-hand corner, a rider in a
cloud can be made out. Notice how the cloud transforms fluidly into a horse and rider,
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how the two figures seem to emerge from the cloud itself. The rider is straddling the
horse. He is riding on a cloud. He is made out of a cloud himself.

Being posited on a boundary, clouds have a double role as sentinels and mediators. This
defines a series of possible two-directional vertical movements. As a sign of their supernatural powers, Gods and mythical heroes storm the sky on clouds or descend on them as
if they were heavenly skateboards to punish and destroy. Sometimes they become clouds
themselves to move along more swiftly. Even the ascent of the soul has for a very long
period been interpreted within the context of the cloud-chariot.
Within Christian and Islamic religion, God not only manifests himself as a cloud.
Clouds are the very medium in which he communicates with man. God hides in wrath
behind thick veils of clouds, making all forms of communication impossible or he suddenly rips the veil apart and descends on a cloud to bring assistance or destruction. He
makes use of a cloud to disappear into the sky or even to swiftly bring a soul in safety. He
travels as a cloud across the desert sky to guide the Jewish tribes.
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This highly charged symbolical dimension of clouds as means of transportation has been
radically transformed in the course of a long process of secularization. The ascending soul
has been turned into the flight of artistic imagination and cloud-machines, originally built
to make God’s presence on earth visible, have been turned into theatrical props used to
signal the unexpected appearance of the utterly wonderful and uncommon. Religion,
however, has not only been turned into aesthetics but also into politics.

At the beginning of Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph des Willens from 1935 dedicated to the sixth
rally of the Nazi party held in Nuremberg one year earlier, a Ju 52 transport airplane
emerges out of massive soaring cumulus-clouds. Inside the airplane is the invisible Führer
who will make his miraculous appearance only after the landing, lightly stepping onto the
field as if sent by heaven itself to rescue Germany and its people. In his Von Caligary to
Hitler, Siegfried Krakauer commented upon this incident in connection with Arnold
Frank’s mountain-films that also make frequent use of clouds to create an atmosphere of
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the sacred and sublime. “Dass in der Anfangssequenz des Nazi-Dokumentarfilms Triumph
des Willens von 1935 ähnliche Wolkenmassen Hitlers Flugzeug auf seinem Flug nach
Nürnberg umgeben, deckt die schliessliche Verschmelzung von Gebirgskult und Hitlerkult auf.” As the following is going to show, Hitler’s arrival in a cloud-chariot evokes and
at the same time denies a long tradition reaching far back into antiquity.
In ancient Egypt, the cloud plays an important role both as a harbinger of uncontrollable
dangers to come and as a promise of hope. The dark tempestuous storm cloud announces
trouble, social anarchy, turmoil and war. It is the work of Seth, the god responsible for
bad weather. The rain cloud, on the other hand, carries abundant rain and fecundating
freshness. The hieroglyph for cloud that reproduces this fundamental opposition is ‘gep’
or ‘igep’, which can be translated as ‘cloud’, ‘stormy cloud’, or ‘cloud pregnant with water
ready to fall.’ The related hieroglyph ‘Gepet’ or ‘gebet’ means ‘ceiling’ or ‘celestial vault’,
implying, thus, that the clouds represent a sort of boundary separating heaven from earth.
‘Igep’ can also be used as a verb of movement meaning ‘to fly like a cloud’. The god
‘Gepou’, the cloud, was supposed to carry the dead king into heaven were he would live
his afterlife.
Within Egyptian religion, it was believed that life beyond the grave was structured as
a long trip of a luminous being across vast imaginary spaces in the course of which several
borders had to be crossed, leading to a series of metamorphoses for the otherworldly
traveler. The travel guide had to get the soul safely across the rivers and boundaries. He
was called the ‘master of clouds’ for two reasons: he had the power to dissipate the clouds
that stood in the way of the traveler and was able to steer the heavenly cloud vessel as if it
were a simple rowing boat. The trip took place onboard a rain-cloud that would supply
the necessary drinking water to be able to cross the dangerous and arid deserts of the underworld. The traveling soul could assume many different shapes to pursue his journey
across the world of the dead. One of the numerous possible incorporations was that of a
cloud. In the Texts of the Sarcophagi, the cloudy sky is also described as a soft protective
medium enveloping and preserving the integrity of the deceased. In the Egyptian world of
the Hereafter clouds are, thus, associated with a notion of transcendence and protection,
they preserve a secret, carry refreshing and invigorating water and finally are a versatile
vehicle for the soul when he sets out on his eternal journey.
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In classical Chinese culture clouds not only represent a door to immortality their protean
nature makes them a suitable symbol for change and movement. They represent an intermediary communicative meeting point where the game of possible metamorphoses is
staged. The earth emanates vapors that ascend and congregate into clouds closely embracing mountain ridges and valleys alike. Clouds, thus, make the breathing of the earth visible.

Within Western culture, the cloud is above all a symbol of separation. In China, on the
other hand, it stands for the reconciliation of discordant elements. Chinese thought operates not so much with contradictions excluding each other but with contrasts that need
and imply each other. In its traditional form ‘yun,’ the cloud is the combination of rain
and cloud. In its modern version it is represented by an ideogram showing a cloud above
a mountain. Even if it is situated on the border of heaven and earth it represents at the
same time their union and fusion. In the paintings of the 18th century clouds and fog play
an important role, as they recapitulate and sum up the different elements making up a
specific landscape. If clouds and rivers embrace the countryside from two diverging directions and earth is enlivened by rivers and rocks, heaven encompasses the landscape by
means of winds and clouds. Gathering or dispersing clouds envelop and reveal at the
same time the mountain-ridges and treetops. They disclose their absence by hiding their
presence. Contrary to the predominant Western view which places heaven and earth on
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two different levels arranged along a vertical axis, each with its specific registers and attributes, Chinese culture operates with antithetical concepts that create landscapes as
complex contradictory entities through their very opposition. This has also consequences
for the specific functions attributed to clouds.
In the West, they incorporate the notion of division and partition in their very being.
Clouds stand for separation, making the invisible dividing line fully apparent, and as privileged means of transportation, they make its overcoming possible. In Chinese tradition,
however, a landscape is not the result of the two contrary and irreconcilable spheres of
heaven and earth, it is rather that which comes about when the two are united and fused.
Clouds are therefore neither signs of absolute transcendence, nor the last border post of
the worldly sphere, nor a promise for a divine realm still to be conquered. Clouds are also
symbolic means of transportation. They carry meaning back and forth between separated
realms of reality, as a loom does, creating a dense web of meaning between opposite sides
of the world.

As in the other examples shown so far, the cloud is an ideal carrier when it comes to
connect heaven and earth and transport humans or gods across the vast expanse of heaven. In China, clouds are linked to dragons because they share a series of common elements. Both combine contradictory attributes. The dragon is half horse and half fish, mixing thus fire and water as clouds do, since they are formed by a warming of vapors and
always carry rain within them. Both are in constant mutation, endlessly evolving, building
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up, only to dissolve into thin air again. The relationship of dragons and clouds carries
many ambiguities. Dragons hide in clouds. If one closely scrutinizes their form, one will
be able to detect their outlines among the passing clouds in the sky. The dragon mediates
between the celestial domain and the anthropomorphic world the same way clouds do.
Both dragons and clouds can, furthermore, be used as horses. Dragons actually ride upon
clouds as if they were horses. In this way, the attributes associated with the two – movement, changeability and inherent strength –mirror each other in a symbolical doubling.
Another ambivalent figure associated within Western Culture with clouds and in a way
similar to the relationship between clouds and dragons is the centaur. Born from the union of their father Ixion and their mother the cloud Nephele, centaurs are half-human and
half horse. With clouds, they share the tempestuous and unpredictable character.

Of particular interest with respect to the subject I am pursuing here are the Taoist writings of Zhuangzi who lived in the fourth century B.C. Within Taoism, clouds are not only
considered heavenly means of transportation. They are also emblematic for all those that
have already had access to immortality or are on the verge of attaining it, for all those that
know of mystical experiences or embark on ecstatic journeys. Mystic travelers ride on
clouds and dragons alike to show man’s power over the elements. Those who manage to
ride on clouds do not care about life or death any more. According to Zhuangzi, the
world of clouds is accessible to everyone ready to give up his ego in order to rediscover
the original unity of the world. Clouds are, thus, also apt symbols for another dimension,
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a world apart.

In Taoist visions of paradise, the gods are surrounded by clouds functioning as vehicle,
veil and vestment at the same time. These clouds form a halo of light shining in various
colors. As in many other cultural contexts, clouds were used in China to tell the future.
Contrary to European instances, which tend to privilege specific forms, in China clouds
were associated with different colors each of which could be interpreted in a more threatening or benign way. Green clouds stand for the threat of parasites, blue ones for grief
and sorrow, red ones for war and famine, black ones for inundation and yellow ones for
prosperity and abundance.
As in most of the examples dealt with here, the cloud is a more or less tangible object
with specific functions and at the same time an evanescent emblem of another reality: a
hazy and nebulous chariot transporting people and a door to immortality, but also the
very symbol of unrestrained mobility and a still attainable but elusive paradisiacal condition. This corresponds to the ambivalent nature of the cloud itself: an object among other
objects and something ungraspable, without clear-cut borders and a stable form.
Clouds do not only transport people, they can also be used as carriers of messages. In
Schiller’s play Mary Stuart the captive Queen looks up at the sky and addresses the passing
clouds calling upon them for help. Clouds roam freely through the sky. No one can stop
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or hinder them. They are, thus, ideally suited as envoys and emissaries. „Dort, wo die
grauen Nebelberge ragen, / Fängt meines Reiches Grenze an, / Und diese Wolken, die
nach Mittag jagen, / Sie suchen Frankreichs fernen Ozean. / Eilende Wolken! Segler der
Lüfte! / Wer mit euch wanderte, mit euch schiffte! / Grüsset mir freundlich mein Jugendland! Ich bin gefangen, ich bin in Banden, / Ach, ich hab keinen anderen Gesandten! /
Frei in Lüften ist euere Bahn, / Ihr seid nicht dieser Königin untertan.“
A similar function is attributed to the clouds in Kālidāsa’s lyric poem Meghadūta,
which literally means ‘cloud messenger’. The short text written in India around 400 A. D.
consists of 111 stanzas and tells the story of an exiled Yaksa, a nature spirit. After having
been banished for a year to central part of the country for having neglected his duties, the
Yaksa observes a passing cloud that has assumed the shape of an elephant and settled on
the mountaintop near his place of confinement. It is the beginning of the raining seasons.
He decides to use the cloud as a courier to take a message to his bride still living on
Mount Kailāsa. He manages to achieve this by describing the many beautiful sights the
cloud will be able to see on its trip northward to the city of Alakā in Tibet, where his wife
awaits his return. A favorable wind will slowly and safely carry it there. The cloud will
perceive the sad spouse walking in the gardens of the palace all by herself. She has lost
weight because of her suffering after the painful separation inflected on her. This will
draw a few teardrops from the cloud. It will then deliver its message: the Yaksa is worried
about her well-being and hopes to see her soon again. This simple love story has also another more symbolic side to it: the Yaksa is separated from his bride living on the high
snowy peaks and cast into duality. He addresses the cloud as an intermediary between
heaven and earth, as that which unites the two contrary worlds and transmits the gift of
the sky to the earth in form of abundant fecundating rain falls. The cloud is driven by the
winds that carry him to the rainy regions of the Himalaya the same way the wind of the
spirit leads back to the origin of water.
In Greek and Nordic myths, the special aptitude of clouds as means of transportation is
stressed independently of the fact that they lead into heaven or descend into the world of
the dead. Chronos and Venus make both use of a cloud-chariot. In the German Edda
Wölundr is described as a hero who flies so high above the clouds that no arrow is ever
going to attain him. Sigrun, another female character from the Edda, swiftly and daringly
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descends from the clouds to earth and in the song of Helgi; she hovers even higher than
the clouds themselves. In old Jewish sagas, God is described as a being seated on a throne
of clouds. He dwells in them as if in a tent and nomadically moves about on them as if
they were a vehicle. His favorite means of transportation is a tempestuous cloud.
In the Bible the cloud is not only a means of transportation but stands for God’s very
presence; an ambiguity that has many implications. Clouds hide God from the eyes of the
believers, because they would not be able to stand the terrible impact of the light emanating from him. Clouds are, thus, not used to play a game of hide and seek between God
and man, as for instance in most ancient Greek myths related to clouds – as in the meeting of Ixion and Nephele or Zeus and Io – but in order to establish a bridge between the
two. God appears to the nomadic Jews wandering through the Sinai in daylight as a cloud
column and at night as a pillar of fire. These manifestations accompany them throughout
their travel as a sign of God’s grace and love. An ancient Jewish legend relates how Moses
was led to the place of revelation. “When Jehovah told Moses to reach him on Mount
Sinai, a cloud appeared and lay down in front of him. As he did not known if he had to
step on the cloud or simply hang on to it, the mouth of the cloud opened up, Moses got
inside and the cloud traveled across the sky man walks on the face of the earth.”

This view linking God to the clouds in the sky can also be found in the New Testament,
where the cloud plays an essential part, above all in the resurrection of Jesus Christ and in
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his return after the end of time, as is written in Acts, Chapter 1, verse 9 to 11. “And when
he had spoken these things, while they beheld, he was taken up; and a cloud received him
out of their sight. And while they looked steadfastly toward heaven as he went up, behold,
two men stood by them in white apparel; which also said, Ye men of Galilee, why stand
ye gazing up into heaven? this same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven, shall
so come in like manner as ye have seen him go into heaven.“ (Acts, 1.9-11)

The exact form and consistency of the cloud accompanying Jesus to heaven and back to
earth has been a hot issue of theological speculation over the centuries, mainly hinging on
the contradiction between the earthly nature of the cloud and its celestial function. A contradiction difficult to resolve that again bears witness to the ambivalent character of the
cloud itself as a being half way between the earthly and the celestial.
Francisco Suárez (1548–1617), member of the Society of Jesus and a key figure in
Spanish Counterreformation, sets out his argumentation, which heavily draws on Aristotle’s writings, by remarking that the highest region of heaven, the dwelling place of the
saved, must remain invisible to our earthly view, as it is posited beyond the sector traversed by the moving spheres of the sun, the moon and the stars. Despite this, Jesus Christ
got there thanks to a cloud and in a continuous uninterrupted motion. Suárez’ reflections,
thus, focus on the question if the cloud mentioned in the biblical passage had to be seen
as a concrete means of transportation or a godly sign, that is, a real or a mystical cloud.
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The same question had already been dealt with by Thomas Aquinas who was of the
opinion that it was a real cloud that had brought Jesus Christ to heaven. This, however,
led to a series of theological problems the most pressing being the question of how it was
possible for a normal cloud to simply fly above the limits of the sky and straight on to
heaven, considering that clouds were incapable of doing that by their very nature. Such an
idea could have led to dangerous questions and insinuations about the holy nature of
Christ. Perhaps in his resurrection he did not actually transpierce the frontier, after all,
ultimately remaining within the earthly circle. To counteract such perilous argumentations, Thomas Aquinas concluded that in his ascension to heaven the cloud did not play
the role of a means of transportation but had to be understood as a sign and attribute of
Christ’s divinity, the same way – as we have already seen – it had been used within the
Old Testament. Christ’s association with the cloud, then, was a late echo of the cloud column accompanying the Jews across the desert of Sinai.
For Suárez, on the other hand, the cloud accompanying Jesus on his trip to heaven
had been a real cloud and not just a halo of light enclosing the glorious resurrected body
of the savior, bathing his departure in brilliant luminosity. He accepted, however, Thomas
Aquinas’ view when it came to deny the transporting qualities of the cloud. This, in fact,
had not descended completely down to earth and Jesus had not set foot on it. The cloud
had simply enshrouded his body, hiding him from the sight of the on-looking apostles.
For that very reason it had not followed him in his ascension to heaven. In fact, despite
their celestial nature clouds are condemned to remain within the sublunary realm of terrestrial contingency.
In the triumphal arches to celebrate the return of kings and their victories, in churchfaçades, the façades of castles, festive decorations and street theatres of the late middle
ages and early modern-times clouds were also used as means of transportation. When
Henri IV returned to London in 1415 after his victory at Agincourt, a huge crowd greeted
him. On Tower Bridge, a vast entrance door had been built. From its highest point an
angel seated on a cloudlet sailed down to offer the victorious king the keys of the town as
a sign of gratitude. For the arrival of Charles V in Messina in 1536, a cloudy sky covered
with golden stars had been mounted above the main entrance of the cathedral. From this,
a chariot descended, containing 24 angels that had especially come to salute him and bring
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him gifts as a sign of triumph. The “elaborate architectural façade built in Lisbon in 1619
for the entry of Philip II of Portugal” was a “structure of columns, arches, statues, and
curtains (…). Above was an elaborate Glory, where curtains revealed a symbol of the
heavens from which cloud machines descended.”1 The motif of the heavenly gift, however, found its most spectacular theatrical adaptation in crowning ceremonies also enacted
by street-theatres. On a seat surrounded by a shining circle of clouds, a heavenly messenger descended upon the earth, legitimating by this ceremony the dynastic rights of the
new king. The appearance of the cloud-chariot was the visible sign of godly approval.

A particularly significant treatise on the building of stage-props and cloud-machines is
Nicola Sabbatini’s Pratica di Fabricar Scene e Machine ne’ Teatri published in 1638. The author
limits his comments to the technical side, without giving any information as to their actual
use within specific plays of the time. He describes in detail how out unwieldy, imperfect
mechanical contraptions, winches, cranes, pulleys, frames, levers, handles, cords, cables,
ropes, supports, hoists, gearwheels, shafts, cylinders the wonder of a smooth frictionless
flowing mobility is born, that permits the sudden emergence and disappearance of clouds
and people transported therein. This is what the theatrical use of clouds is all about: the
miracle of a continuous heavenly flight and the constant possibility of an instantaneous
incursion of the divine into everyday reality: Deus ex machina.
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In the Italian perspective scene of the 16th and 17th century “the heavens were
constructed in a series of overlapping sections, each one lower than the front, and the
last, resting on the back shutter. Besides allowing the separate lighting of each section,
this division permitted cloud machines and heavenly messengers to descend between the
sections – an illusionistic substituted for the conventional heaven-pavilion at the top of
the façades in northern theatres.”2 Sometimes sloping stages were used for ballets. “The
sky, which filled out the picture above, would doubtless have been slanted to match the
houses, which were shorter upstage, but not slanted so much as to prevent the use of
cloud machines – a chariot and a Glory – directly above the back screen.”3

In the twelve chapters dedicated to the theme of the cloud, Sabbatini basically focuses on
three moments of theatrical application. How is it possible to have the theatrical sky partially or completely cover up with clouds? How is it possible to have a cloud carrying
people gracefully sail down onto the stage? Finally: How is it possible to change the form
of descending clouds? Clouds made out of colored fabric are mounted onto wooden
frames, which are moved by a series of ropes simultaneously pulled, by a group of people
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hidden behind the scene. This creates the impression of a sky suddenly and astoundingly
covering up in clouds. Conversely, it was also possible to have a thick and dense layer of
clouds disappear again revealing a fair and sunny atmosphere. Another trick consisted in
having a small cloudlet slowly grow bigger, gradually changing its color in the process.

In many occasions, Sabbatini stresses the necessity of uninterrupted gliding, as clouds do
not know of any faltering or hesitation. Their movements are fluid and ceaseless. With
cloud-chariots, one wonders how they can actually be used as means of transportation
considering that they are only made out of thin ephemeral vapors. With theatrical cloud
machines, on the other hand, the question is: how is it possible that fragile and shaky
wooden frames pulled by simple ropes can swiftly move up and down without any difficulty?
In the following chapters, Sabbatini describes some of the methods to make clouds
appear on the scene. The descending lozenge shaped clouds were fixed onto rails. The
clouds themselves were made out of slim wooden laths reinforced with hoops that were
covered with painted and closely fitting bits of cloth, solid enough to have one or more
people seated within them. In the sky above, an opening covered in fabric of the same
color was made; through this, the cloud could easily descend and ascend again. Naturally
enough the spectator was not supposed to know anything about this. The clumsy machine had to disappear completely behind the smooth functioning of the theatrical prop.
Clouds carrying people were not only moving on a vertical axis, they could move, at
the same, horizontally from the background to the fore hovering shortly above the stage
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to quickly disappear again in the same miraculous way they had made their appearance.
During intervals, clouds were made to move swiftly diagonally across the stage and back
in order to entertain the public. Still another trick consisted in having a small cloud descend upon the stage growing bigger in the process – thanks to a series of slowly expanding circular shafts – or dividing up into three smaller clouds. This effect was achieved by
hiding two smaller clouds behind a bigger one. The spectator had the impression that the
single cloud was splitting up in front of his very eyes the closer it got to the stage. Here
again the movement could be reversed at will, showing how three single clouds slowly but
inexorably melted into a single one as they disappeared out of sight.

These theatrical techniques play with some of the unresolved and mysterious aspects of
clouds that at that time were still unexplained. Why do clouds float at all? Why do they
not simply fall down to earth? Why do they never stand still? Why do they keep changing
all the time? And: What makes them change so quickly? In a way Sabbatini gives an answer to most these questions if only indirectly. Behind the endless wonder of clouds hides
a precise mechanical mechanism created and put into motion by god himself, the primum
artifex, whom the theatrical cloud machines are only trying to imitate in an allegorical way.
If Sabbatini’s amazing baroque heavenly mechanisms are primarily serving the cause
of a Counter-reformatory re-sacralization of the world the further historical development
of the cloud-machine shows a strong secularizing and aestheticizing tendency translating
an originally religious phenomenon evoking awe and fear of god into amusement and
entertainment. A few examples shall suffice here.
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In George Villier’s The Rehearsal first staged in 1671 two kings appear on the stage
riding on a cloud in order to symbolically legitimize their authority. However, in the
course of the play, clouds are only used to create a fairy tale like atmosphere. In Philipp
Hafner’s Mägera written in 1766 an unhappy lover escapes on a cloud and in 1849 in the
première of Ch. F. Hebbel’s Der Rubin, during a nightly scene, Fatime is conjured up and
appears to her lover on a cloud. In K. L. Immermanns Tulifäntchen from 1830, finally, the
fairy Libelle comes to the rescue with the whole of her court on a swift moving cloud.
Clouds as vehicles were also very popular in Chinese literature, for instance in Wu
Chengen’s novel Xihou Ji, Journey to the West, published in 1592. The hero moves on a
cloud that he controls as if it were an ordinary horse or chariot.
At the end of Faust II Goethe makes use of the cloud-chariot. For the very last time Helena throws herself into the arms of Faust. Her body slowly dissolves and in the end he
only holds her clothes in his hands, then these disappear as well, becoming a thin evanescent cloudlike veil, caressing Faust, enveloping him and carrying him away to a desert
mountain-plateau. At the beginning of the following act, Faust reappears out of the transporting cloud that settles gently on a rock-slab, the way Jonas reappeared out of the whale
that had swallowed him. Contrary to Jesus’ use of the cloud as a means of locomotion,
Faust’s experience could be interpreted as a transmutation, a passage into another dimension of time and space. Clouds are, therefore, used here not to suggest the fantastic and
unexpected. They rather embody a general principle of metamorphoses and are, thus, well
in tune with Goethe’s overall understanding of clouds. The most essential trait of clouds,
then, their unstoppable continuous changeability is staged concretely in front of the eyes
of the spectator. Roles are fluidly exchanged in the process: The coat enfolding Helena
becomes a cloud that in its turn wraps up Faust carrying him along. The one actively embracing is in turn embraced. In addition, the one left behind disappears in his own right as
his lover had previously faded away.
A completely different perspective that places the cloud within man himself, where it
symbolizes his striving for freedom, can be found in Saramago’s novel Memorial do Convento published in 1987. The book tells the story of the construction of the convent of Mafra
at the beginning of the 18th century by João V., who had promised the Franciscan monks
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that he would start the building if god granted him a male heir to the throne. Saramago
contrasts the clumsy machinery of the gigantic construction-plan with the story of three
rebels: Baltasar, a soldier that lost a hand in Portugal’s colonial wars, Blimunda whose
mother had been exiled to Angola on the alleged accusation of witchcraft and father Bartolomeu de Gusmão who secretly plans to build a flying machine to escape into freedom.
This alchemical apparatus is supposed to fly thanks to the combined help of ether and
amber. To achieve this, father Bartolomeu plans to use a series of empty globes filled with
ether. Paradoxically enough, ether can only be found high up in the sky and to get hold of
it one should already be able to fly. To circumvent this problem Father Bartolomeu devises another technique. Ether, so Bartolomeu, does not only live in the highest regions of
heaven, it also happens to dwell within human being and there it takes the form of a small
cloud. This cloud does, however, not represent the soul, but human willpower. The utopian dimension of clouds is therefore transferred within man himself. “What is the form
of willpower? It is a closed cloud.” Saramago’s cloud-chariot is a down to earth affair; it
moves only thanks to human imagination and determination and does not bring any gods
to earth but helps concrete human beings to escape from the corruptions of society into a
better more promising life. To get hold of the ether hiding cloudlike within human beings, father Bartolomeu makes use of Blimunda’s gift. In fact, she possesses the wonderful ability to look into peoples bodies as if they were made out of glass. Armed with a
small bottle containing a small portion of amber at its bottom, Blimunda moves across
the city, in search of clouds to capture. She has to pay attention to the moment in which
the strength of will of a human being is ready to leave the body. This is mostly the case
when someone dies abruptly during an execution or suffers a great loss. Because of the
attraction exerted by amber on ether the fugitive cloudlet will be attracted and held prisoner inside the bottle. From there it will be fed into the empty globes until these are filled,
so that the mechanical bird can finally ascend into the air. When this is, finally the case
Blimunda and Baltasar manage to start the cranky apparatus and have it fly across the sky,
but only for a very short moment. After having noisily and clumsily flown over the monastery of Mafra still only half finished, the mechanical bird is forced to land again. They
hide the machine inside a wood and cover it with branches. Then they set out to look for
father Bartolomeu. In Mafra they come across an improvised procession celebrating the
miraculous appearance of the Holy Spirit, who, so they are told, has appeared in form of a
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huge bird slowly and majestically flying over the unfinished convent. The secular rebellious moment of liberty is thus ironically retranslated within a conservative religious context, reversing the historical evolution sketched so far.
I would like to conclude my speech with a short quotation from Bertolt Brecht’s The Good
Person of Sichuan first staged in 1943. Three gods visit the earth looking for a truly good
human being. After their search has utterly failed, they escape cowardly on an appropriate
means of transportation, a pink Hollywoodian cartoon cloud leaving Shen Te, desperately
calling out for help, to herself and her devices. They made a sign and “the ceiling opened
up. A pink cloud descended. The gods ascended on it, very slowly.” They smile and say
hello singing the “trio of the gods disappearing on the cloud.” This scene represents the
endpoint of the development briefly reconstructed here. Instead of bringing peace and
hope to man or helping him to escape into a better spiritual world these gods ultimately
withdraw, wane and vanish into thin air, as the clouds themselves do.
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